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Nonstationarity in job search theory

Gerard J. van den Berg

Abstract:
Generally, job search models do not display nonstationarity, which is unrea-
listic in most cases. In this paper we examine a model in which virtually
every exogenous variable can cause nonstationarity e.g., because its value is
dependent on unemployment duration. A general differential equation that de-
scribes the evolution of the reservation wage over time, is derived. For spe-
cial utility f unctions and wage offer distributions, the equation can be
solved analytically and an expression for the unemployment duration density
can be derived. We will show how these results can be used to simulate alter-
native unemployment benefit policies.

I would like to thank Arie Kapteyn and Peter Kooreman for their helpful com-
ments on an earlier version of this paper.
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1. Introduction

This paper examines the movement of a job seeking indivídual's reser-
vation wage over time, in a nonstationary job search model. The lack of sta-
tionarity arises out of the possible time dependence of virtually every exoge-
nous variable parameter and functional form.

Recently, the use of job search models for the analysís of unemploy-
ment duration has become widespread. The reduced form approach in empirical
studies (see e.g. Lancaster (1979) and Kooreman á~ Ridder (1983)), in which
only hazards of the duration distribution are estimated, seems to be replaced
gradually by a more structural equation approach. The latter way of modeling
is characterized by the explicit use of a reservation wage equation in empiri-
cal inference. Lancaster ó~ Chesher (1983) and Narendranathan 6 Nickell (1985)
use the complete theoretical framework of job search theory to~make infPrences
about search behaviour.

However, the structural models used in these two studies, are statio-
nary. This implies that variables like the unemployment benefit or the valua-
tion of leisure are assumed to be constant over the spell of unemployment,
whích often is at variance with reality. What's more, various reduced form
empirical studies indicate a significant duration dependence of the reemploy-
ment probability conditional on being unemployed (see e.g. Lancaster (1979),
Kooreman d~ Ridder (1983) and Narendranathan, Nickell b~ Stern (1985)). Conse-
quently, there is a need to model reservation wage movements over time based
on a nonstationary theoretical framework.

In section 2 we give a brief overview of job search theory. We díscuss
various causes of nonstationarity that may arise and present our model incor-
porating them. Furthermore, some literature on nonstationary job search theory
will be mentioned. Section 3 contains the main theorems concerning the move-
ment of the reservation wage over time in nonstationary models. In sectíon 4

we work this out for a basic job search model with time varying unemployment
benefits, job offer probabilities and wage offer distributions. Assuming bene-

fits to be a stepwise function of time, we derive an explicit equation for the

unemployment duration densíty. Section 5 concludes.
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2. Job search theory and the introduction of nonstationarity

In the economic theory of job serach, the decision problem which the
individual faces is that of maximization of his own expected discounted life-
time utility. Denoting income (or wage), say per month, by yt and leisure by
1Ct, and letting u(yt)v(it) represent the (additive) utility of the combina-
tion (yt,~,t), the individual is assumed to maximize

E J e ptu(Yt)~(Rt)dt
0

u' ~ 0

in which future utility is discounted at rate p. The environment that unem-
ployed individuals face, is characterized by job offers arriving at random
intervals with arrival rate a. Such job offers are random drawings from a wage
offer distribution with distribution function F(w). Once a job Ys accepted, it
will be kept forever at the same wage. During the spell of unemployment, a
benefit b is received.

All variables and parameters are constant. It is assumed that indivi-
duals only know a and the distribution function F(w) and that they are unaware
of the realisations of the random processes in advance. The maximization pro-
cedure consists of finding a strategy that prescribes in which cases a job
offer has to be accepted, and in which cases one has to reject an offer and
search for a better one, such that the expected utility is maximal. It has
been shown many times that the optimal strategy can be characterized by a
reservation wage f. Jobs will be accepted if and only if their wages are
greater than the reservation wage. The reservation wage f is determined by the
following equation

u(f) - u(b) v(em) } p ff [u(w) - u(f)]dF(w)

in which the valuation of leisure is denoted by v(un) while being unemployed
and by v(em) while being employed. In case of maximization of expected dis-
counted lifetime income, this simplifies to

(1) f- b i- p J F(w)dw
f
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Before turning to our extensions of this standard job search model, we have to
define the concept of stationarity. We define a job search model somewhat in-
formally to be stationary, if the expected evolution in time of parameters,
exogenous variables and functional forms in the model, does not change during
the spell of unemployment ("expected" here refers to the fact that an indivi-
dual is looking into the future). This means that an individual's perception
of the future is the same whatever his particular elapsed unemployment dura-
tion is (his environment is static during unemployment). Consequently, in a
stationary model the optimal strategy and the maximized expected discounted
lifetime utility will be constant. A sufficient condition for a job search
model to be stationary, is that all parameters, exogenous variables and func-
tional forms (PEF) in the model are constant during the spell of unemployment,
and that future changes after reemployment depend only on the time spent wor-
king since unemployment. For instance, if wages always rise at a rate depen-
dent on one's professional experience and regardless of one's unemployment
history, then a job searcher faces the same expected discounted wages on every
moment. Stationarity requires an infinite time horizon.

Nonstationarity arises if the expected evolution of PEF does change
during the spell of unemployment. Such a change may be due to business cycle
effects. For instance, an increase in the aggregate unemployment level may
induce a fall in ~. Changes may also occur because of institutional actíons,
like a governmental decision to reduce all unemployment benefits permanently.
Finally, for a job searcher the expected evolution of PEF inay change because
of changes in his personal situation. Unemployment benefits, leisure valua-
tion, the wage offer distríbution etc. may be dependent on the elapsed un-
employment duration. Sooner or later this is recognized and used in determi-
ning the optimal strategy. So, generally, the optimal strategy will not be
constant in case of a nonstationary model. Even when changes in PEF are not
foreseen, the strategy will have to be revised after such a change.

Throughout the paper will be concerned with rational job searchers.
They are assumed to correctly anticipate changes in the evolution of PEF that
take place in the f uture. For instance, we expect people to know how unemploy-
ment benefits are related to elapsed unemployment duration. The effects of
such anticipations on the optimal strategy will be modelled (unanticipated
changes in PEF are trivial to model, using (1)). We will be mainly concerned
with duration dependent expected evolutions of PEF and use corresponding nota-
tion and vocabulary. Still, the results can also be used to examine for
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example, anticipated business cycle effects, interpreting "elapsed (un)employ-
ment duration" as "calender time".

In the sequel, two dífferent nonstationary models are used: the basic
model consists of the standard job search model in which we assume income
maxímization. Nonstationarity arises out of changing b, J1 and F(w) during the
spell of unemployment.

In the extended model, we allow for wages to change during employment,
depending on the number of years worked. We also introduce non-wage income we,
which also depends on the number of years worked. The evolutíons over time of
both wage and non-wage income are allowed to depend on the length of the unem-
ployment spell completed just before acceptance of the job: we write w(t) :-
w~v(t~z) and we(t) :- we(t~z). (Here t denotes the number of years worked.
Throughout the paper z denotes the unemployment duration. The context makes
clear if this is elapsed or completed).

The utility of income y, of an unemployed individual is uun~z(y)
depending on z, while for an employed individual it is uem~z,t(y) depending on
z and t. Similarly we let v(un) depend on z and v(em) depend on z and t, which
writes v(unlz) and v(em~z,t). Duration dependent utility functions are not
intertemporally separable.

In sum, the variables that determine the environment of an unemployed
worker (a,b,F(w~),v(un) and uun) depend on his elapsed unemployment duration,
while the variables that are relevant for an employed person (v(em),u ,u andem
we) depend both on his elapsed employment duration and on the length of the
period he was unemployed before accepting his present job.

All these dependencies serve to incorporate anticipated features of
the labour market and personal characteristics of job searchers (like habit
formation), into our model. Note that we do not assume any functional form or
specific movement in time for any of the duration dependent f unctions yet.

In the last fifteen years, some papers have been published dealing
with nonstationary job search models (see Burdett (1979), Burdett, Kiefer á~
Sharma (1985), Danforth (1979), Gronau (1971), Hall, Lippman ó~ McCall (1979),
Hecl~an ó~ Singer (1982) and Lippman 5 McCall (1976)). These papers all examine
one specific departure from stationarity, e.g. finite lifetime, declining un-
employment benefits or changing risk aversion. Although most of these articles
draw important qualitative conclusions concerning the movement of the reserva-
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tion wage over time, none of them presents explicit formulas for the time
dependence of the reservation wage. Furthermore, most models are highly styli-
zed.

Narendrananthan ë~ Nickell (1985) present a stationary etructural form
model, which consequently has a reservation wage which is constant over time.
However, their job arrival rate depends on the variables "last job less than
one year" and "no full time job in last year". Additionally, in their extended
model, the effective discount rate depends on the variable "last job less than

one year" as well. These variables are causally linked to the unemployment

duration and therefore correlated with it. This has two consequences. First,

the true model is nonstationary, and the formula for the reservation wage used

by the authors to estimate their model, is incorrect. Second, in the true

model the hazard of the unemployment duration density is duration dependent,

even when individuals would not perceive duration dependence themselves. Con-
sequently, unemployment duration is no longer exponentially distributed, and
the loglikelihood does not have the simple form given in their article.

3. The reservation wage in nonstationary job search models

We will now derive an expression for the optimal strategy in case of

the basic nonstationary model. We let F(w) depend on z; F(wlz) and do not spe-

cify it any further. Qz(f(z)) is defined by

(2)
~

Qz(f(z)) :- J F(wlz)dw
f(z)

F ~ 1 - F

In general, if ~ depends on z, the waiting time until the next job offer will

not follow an exponential distribution. The job offer probability in a small

interval (zft, zfttdt) conditional on not having received an offer between z

and zft, is a(zft)dt. Note that t is now used to denote the waiting time until

the next offer arrives. When we call the density of t g(tlz) and the corres-

ponding distribution function G(tlz), we have

(3) a(zft)dt z (t z)dt
1 - G(t z)

and, by integration
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t
(4) g(t Iz) ~ a(zft) exp{- f a(zf~)dw} t) 0

0

By definition ís 0 t a(z) ~ m, z E[O,m). We now state the following theorem
concerning the movement of the reservation wage f(z) in our basic nonstationa-
ry model. We assume all functions of time to be integrable.

Theorem 1
Suppose J~(z) is differentiable on [0,~) except for a finite number of

points. For all z in which Q and b are continuous and a is differentiable, we
have

(5) f'(z) - pf(z) - pb(z) - 71(z)Qz(f(z)) '

if and only if

t
(6) lim g(t~z) J b(zfw)e-pwd~ - 0

t~ 0

The proof is given in the appendix.
Note that the necessary and sufficient condition under which the dif-

ferential equation is valid, is very weak. L oosely speaking, it says that the
rate at with which the present value of unemployment benefits rises has to be
smaller than the magnítude with which g falls as t goes to infinity. The con-
dition is satisfied, for instance, if b(z) is uniformly bounded from above.

Notice that f(z) is always continuous, whatever pattern a, b and Q may
follow. This is because we assume that all relevant evolutions of PEF are
known to an unemployed individual. When time changes, no new information about
the future becomes available and consequently no new adaptations in calcula-
ting f(z) have to be made. A discontinuous path for f(z) would imply subopti-
malíty, in a dynamic constant-information continuous-time model. Now if b or Q
are discontinuous (or a is not differentiable) for a certain z, we can use (5)
to calculate the left and right derivatives of f(z) (provided that in a small
interval around z; b and Q are continuous and a is dífferentiable).

As it stands, the differential equation (5) has, generally multiple
solutions. But most practical sítuations we consíder, with known b, a and Q
for all z, supply "initial conditions" which specify the unique solution. For
instance, if b, a and Q do remain constant beyond a certain z~, we have for
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z~ z0 a stationary model with constant f. This specifies f(z0) s f which
determines the unique solution for f(z), z~ z0. Note that z0 can be infinite.

L et us turn to be extended nonstationary model. Assuming that indivi-
duals aim at maximization the expected value of their discounted lifetime uti-
lity, we define uun(.) and v(un) to be the utility of income and leisure of an
unemployed person, and uem(.) and v(em) the utility of income and leisure of
an employed one. Furthermore, we assume a non wage income we for employed per-
sons. Wages may change during employment

(7) w(t) L w0u(t) v(0) a 1

and so may we, uem and v(em). In addition a, b, F(w0), v(un), uun, u, we,
v(em) and uem are allowed to depend on z. Without loss of generality we can
put the u, v ~ 0 for every t and z.

Theorem 2
Suppose a(z) is differentiable on z E[0,~~ except possible for a

finite number of points. Suppose also that uem~z,t is differentiable with res-
pect to income and has derivative

(8) 8uem~z,t(x)
8x ~ 0 for every t and z

Assume that for every z and w0

~
(9) J v(em~t,z)uem~t,z(w0v(t~z)fwe(t~z))e-ptdt ~ W

0

Then we have the following differential equation for f(z):

m
(10) áz J v(em~t,z)uem~z t(f(z)v(t~z)}we(t~z))e-ptdt '

0 '

m
z p J v(em~t,z)uem~z,t(f(z)u(t~z)fwe(t~z))e-ptdt -~

0
~ m

- v(un~z)uunlz(b(z))-a(z) J J e-ptv(em~z,t)
f(z) 0
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[u~~Z~t(w0v(t~z)~e(t~z)) - u~~Z~t(f(Z)v(t~2)~e(t~Z)))dt dF(w~Iz)

for all z for which uun, v(1), b and the density of w0 are continuous in z; a,
uem, v(1), v and we are differentiable in z and uun is continuous in income,
if and only if

t
(11) lim g(tlz) J v(unlzfw)uunlz-Fw(b(z-Fw))e p wdw x 0.

t~ 0

The proof is given in the appendix.
Note that equation (11) is again a very weak condition. If uun is a

concave function of b(zfw) with derivative between 0 an 1, and if v(un) falls
if z rises, the condition is even weaker than in our basic model. Equation (9)
only requires that the expected discounted lifetime utility is finite for
everyone when returning to employment.

Again f(z) will be continuous, and (10) can be used to calculate left
and right derivatives for f(z) in case the PEF of the model satisfy their con-
tinuity and differentiability condítions only in an interval around z.

4. A specific example

4.1. Constant coefficient differential equations and special wage offer densi-

ties

In the sequel, we confine ourselves to the basic model. Additionally

we adopt the assumption that F(w), a and b are step functions of z. For b in
particular, this is for most countries exactly what we see in practice.

Further, all continuous changes of the parameters can be approximated by dis-

crete steps. Between poínts at which such steps occur we now have constant
coefficient differential equations. These differential equations are unstable

because df'~df ~ 0 for every f. This is in agreement with economic intuition.
Going forward in time, shocks in the future become more important and they
will cause f to diverge further away from the stationary point (i.e. the sta-
tionary solution for the parameter configuration between two steps).

After the last occurence of a parameter change, we have a stationary model.
Suppose we know all parameters, then we can calculate f(z) at the point of

that last occurence, from (1). Since f is continuous, we can use this infor-
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mation to determine the unique differential equation for f up to that point.
The value of f at the last point of an interval on which all coefficients are
constant, serves as a initial value condition for the differential equation.
We can, just like in dynamic programming, trace f backwards in time.

Now we are able to prove all kinds of things about f(z) in this model.
For instance, if b falls discretely a finite number of time, f(z) will be fal-
ling continuously until the last point at which b falls. That this is so can
be seen from (1) and (5): the lower b is, the lower the reservation wage f~ is
in a model in which we have this b constantly. Because f(z) is continuous and
f never passes a stationary point f~ (the differential equation is unstable),
f must lie below stationary points within intervals in whích b is constant.
From (5) we see that therefore f'(z) t 0.

At step points, f is not differentiable. If we denote variables and
parameters after the jumping point with a t, and before with a-, we can write
from (5)

(12) f'}(z) - f'-(z) - p(b -b}) f Q(f(z))(a -a})

On the last jumping point f'}(z) - 0. When additionally ~- a} we get

(13) f'-(z) - p(b}-b-)

Is it possible to derive explicit solutions for f in our model? Equa-
tion (5) i s, as it stands, not solvable. We need a class of wage offer distri-
butions. In particular we choose a uniform distribution. The domain in which
the uniform density is positive, has a lower and upper bound, which is often
realistic (notice a priori estimates of the bounds of the domain can easily be
obtained).

4.2. The reservation wage

A uniform distribution gives for fixed a, b, a and S in an interval of
z

(14) f(z) ~ B

(15) a t f(z) c g

Q(f(z)) - o

Q(f(z)) s 1 (f(z)-s)22 (B-a)
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(16) f(z) ~ a Q(f(z)) s 2(Sfa) - f(z)

in which a and s, a ~ 6, are the bounds of the density at z. {~le will only con-
sider the case in which for every z b(z) C g(z) and g(z) is not increasíng.
(Note that the stationary version of the model always has exactly one solu-
tíon.) This assumption implies that for every z f(z) t S(z). For after the
last jumping point, f(z) will certainly satisfy f t 6 if b c 6(see equations
(1), (2) and (14)). Because for f(z) ~ g(z) ~ b(z) we have f'(z) a
p(f(z)-b(z)), it follows that then f'(z) ~ 0. But f(z) is continuous so if
f(z) ~ g(z) f(z) can never return to a value equal to or less than S(z). This

contradicts the fact that ultimately f(z) c B(z).
For a t f(z) c B

2
(17) f' ~-[ ~ ) f2 f[~S f p~ f-[ s~ f pb~2(S-a) S-a 2(S-a)

f' ~ 0 gives two solutions fl and f2; fl ~ f2

fl 2- R f ~(6-a) f S~a JD so fl ~ R~ f2
.

D- p2 f 2pa S-a ~ 0

Solving (17) for f has to be done separately for two different cases: f~ f2

and (if possible) f~ f2. Because fl ~ S we always have f~ fl. For f~ f2:

JD.z
(18) f(z) a 6 f-e (S-a) - S~a JD 1- ke

D.z
f' ~ 0

1 f ke

in which k~ 0 is being determined by initial values. For f~ f2:

JD.z
(19) f(z) - S f P(S-a) - s~a JD 1} ke D.z f' ~ 0

Agaín k~ 0. The restrictions fl ~ f~ f2 and f~ f2 ~ fl respectively are

always satisfied, but the restriction a C f ímposes restrictions on z. For f~

f2: if f2 ~ a we require

max(O,z ) C za
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For f ~ f 2 :

0 c z c z

with

a

1 1 dD-a-p
za s ~D log{k dDfafp

}

Note that f z f2 is the stationary solution.

For f(z) ~ a we have the following differential equation in f

(20) f' z(pfa)f - pb - 2 a(sfa)

f' ~ 0 gives

f3- 2 ( Sfa) f 2 atp ( 2b-a-S )

Again the solution must be considered for two different cases: f~ f3 and f~
f3 (if possible). For f~ f3

(21) f(z) - f3 - ke(~}p)z

For f ~ f3:

(22) f(z) ~ f3 f ke(~}p)z

f' ~0, k~0

f' ~ 0, k ~ 0

The restrictions f ~ f3 are fulfilled but f(z) ~ a imposes restric-
tions on z:

f ~ f3 ~ a max(O,zá) t z

f~ f3 ~ a 0 c z~ zá

with
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1 1(b-a)P f 2 a(B-a)
zá a ~}p log{k atp }

Now f3 is the stationary solution. Note that for all f(z) c S a suitable k~ 0
can be found.

When working with a uniform wage offer distribution, f(z) ~ a is
observationally equivalent to f(z) ~ a. However, we need the results for
f(z) ~ a in order to determine how long f(z) ~ a will be the case and when (at
z') f(z) will become larger than a. Simply putting f(z) : a if f(z) ~ a will
a

be erroneous, because it suggests that just before z the reservation wage
exceeds a (see (19)).

The reemployment probability in a small interval (z,zfdz) say
g(z)dz, is equal to the product of the chance that one offer will arrive in
dz, and the probability of accepting such an offer

(23) 9(z)dz - a(z)dz (Fw(f(z)Iz)).

We call 8(z) the hazard (of the unemployment duration density h(z)) because,
by the laws of conditional probability

z
(24) h(z) - 9(z) exp{- f 9(u)du}

0

In case of an uniform wage offer distribution we have for fixed a and S

0 if f(z) ~ s

(25) Fw(f(z)) - 1 if f(z) ~ a

B-f(z)
B-a if a c f(z) t 8

Substituting (18) and (19) into (25) and this into (23),

(26) f(z) ~ a

(27) a c f(z) ~ f2 8(z) --p f JD 1 f
keJDz 6' ~ 0

1 - ke
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(28) f(z) s f2 9(z) :-p f JD 9' : 0

(29) f2 ~ f(z) c 6 A(z) :-p t JD 1- keJDz
1 f ke

e' ~ o

The k are the same k as in (18) and (19). The restrictions 0 ~ 9(z) ~ a are

equivalent with a ~ f(z) ~ S(notice that the effects of changes ín f(z) at
marketlevel on the availability of jobs, are omítted).

Note that 6(z) is a continuous function of f(z). Therefore 9(z) is
continuous too, unless a, a or g chance discretely at z. Note also that the

9(z) are highly nonproportional, which is an argument against the common use
of proportional hazards in reduced form estimation of job search models.

We have calculated f(z) and 9(z) for an concrete dynamic situation.
Suppose wages are distributed uniformly between 3000 and 3200 (guilders a
month). During the first 6 months of unemployment, benefits~are 2000. Then
benefits are lowered to a new level of 1000. After two years of unemployment,
benefits finally fall to 300. Throughout the years, we keep 7~ s 0.25 and p-
0.01. The stationary reservation wage for z~ 24 (months) ís 2993, which is

smaller than a. Therefore we use (21) (f3 a 3019) in which k is determined
from f(24) - 2992, in order to get f(z) for z c 24. At z a 22.65, f(z) ~ a,
and because f2 - 3020 for 6 c z c 24, we have to use (19) for 6 c z c 22.65,
etc. The results for f(z) are shown in figure 1. We observe a declining reser-

vation wage until the last benefit reduction has taken place. Just before jum-
ping points, the rate of decrease of f(z) is the largest. This is as expected,
because at such moments the return of being unemployed gets quickly lower and

people become more anxious to accept a job. Also in figure 1, we have pointed

out the reservation wage over time, of a naive searcher. Such a person does
not know or anticipate future changes in benefits; he always thinks that his

present b is his b forever. The present value of his optimal strategy is lower

than in the case of a rational searcher, and the expected duratíon of his un-
employment is longer.

This can also be seen in figure 2 in which the hazards are drawn. Note

that at z S 22.65 the hazard of the rational searcher already reaches his

upper bound, because there f(z) - a and any job offer will be accepted. Even
minimum wages will then be accepted, avoiding the risk of receiving b- 300
after z ~ 24.
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4.3. The unemployment duration distribution

From (24) we can determine h(z). Again, i f 9(z) is continuous, h(z)
will be too. Suppose we have the situation in which b falls after a certain
unemployment duration z0. If additionally for every 0 c z c z0 a c f(z) c f2
(in other words f(z0) ~ a) then for 0 t z c z0 9(z) is given by (27), and

z z JDu
J 6(u)du --pz f JD f 1}~ du a

0 0 1 - ke

Substituting this into ( 24), and using ( 27), for z c z0

(30) h(z) - 1 2{(JD-p)e (JD-p)z f 2k pepz - k2(p}JD)e(~JD)z}
(1-k)

Note that in the stationary case (f(z) - f2 on 0 c z c z0)

(31) h(z) ~ (JD-p)e
(rD-p)z

For z~ z0, 6 is a constant, 9(z0), and (24) gives

--pz f JD{z ~- ~D Rn 1-
kdDz} z c z0

1-ke

z c z0

z
(32) h(z) ~ 9(z0) exp{- J 6(u)du - 6(z0)(z-z0)} ~

0

(33)
-9(z0)(z-z0)

h(z) - h(z0)e z ~ z0

(which is valid for every kind of wage offer distribution). Together, (30) and

(33) are the density of the unemployment duration.
Agaín, we can characterize a naive searcher by someone who does not

foresee any change in his circumstances. For z c z0 his density is (31). At z0
his hazard jumps to a new level, equaling 8(z0) as defined before. Consequent-

ly, h(z) is discontinuous in z0. The density for z~ z0 is given by (33) in

which h(z) is taken to be the upper limit of h in z0. As this value cannot be
calculated by using (31), we use in practice
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-(~D-p-e(zo))Zo -e( zo)z
(34) h(z) : 9(z0)e e z~ z0

Note that the ~D in (34) is the ~D of the situation before z0 and the
9(z0) is the 9 after z0. Now (31) and (34) constitute the density of a naive
searcher. This density clearly is not negative exponential.

In figure 3 a graphical illustration of these densities is given. We
take wages to be uniformly distributed between 2000 and 3000, a s 0.5 and p~
0.02. Before z~ 12 we have b~ 2500; after a year the benefits vanish. The
density of the rational searcher, adapting his reservation wage to future
changes, is declining, showing a kink at z a 12. The density of a naive sear-
cher has a peak at z~ 12. Being unemployed for less than a year, he is not
very anxious to obtain a job because he is pretty satisfied with high bene-
fits. Then, at z- 12 he suddenly realizes that his benefits have vanished,
and he ímmediately lowers his reservation wage. Therefore many persons will
have an unemployment duration just above 12 months. Empirically we might use
this peak phenomenon in order to test for rationality (using a nonparametric
test).

For rational searcher, the mean unemployment duration is 6.9, while
for a naive searcher this is 9.3 months.

The results so far can be used to simulate policy alternatives. Con-
sider e.g. the situation in which a government is to choose between a policy I
in which unemployment benefits vanish after z 3 z0 and a policy II in which
benefits remain constant during the spell of unemployment. The policy choice
is restricted by the condition that the expected discounted values of benefits
paid, must be equal for both policies.

For policy I we have

z z0 z
Ez{ f b(u)e pudu} ~ f h(z) J be-pudu dz t

0 0 0
z0~

f J h(z) J be-pudu dz -
z0 0

z
b -pz0 ~ b 0 -pz

~ - (1-e ) J h(z)dz f - j (1-e )h(z)dz
p z0 p 0
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Continuing our numerical example (oc : 2000, s: 3000, J~ s 0.5, p~ 0.02, b a
2500 (z t 12), b s 0(z ~ 12)), this is 14096. For policy II we denote the
benfit level by x. The model is stationary in this case and we call the hazard
of the duration density A. Then

z
Ez{ f b(u)épudu} s fe0 p

which has to equal 14096. The second equation linking 9 and x is (28) (if
o~e~a)

1

9 - -p f (p2-~2pa S-a)2

Solving these equations yields x a 2007, 9~ 0.122. This means that the dura-
tion z under the second policy regime, is distributed exponentially with para-
meter 0.122. The results are shown in figure 4. Under policy I people become
very anxious to get a job just before z0, causing the expected duration to the
lower than in case II. In case II we have Ez L 8.2 months. A government which
aims to press down the average unemployment duration will therefore choose a
jumping b(remember both polícies are "budgetary invariant").

4.4. Extensions and remarks

It might be interesting to consider the case in which exogenous vari-
ables or parameters change continuously in time. In this case, (17) becomes a
Ricatti equation with variable coefficients, which is generally not solvable
analytically.

A straightforward generalization of the results in this section can be
obtained by examining extensions of the basic model, retaining uniform wage
offers and linear utility. Many extensions can be written as (17) by transfor-
ming the variables adequately. This implies that for such cases, our results
are valid for these transformed variables. Note that the condition b c S might
get very strong then.

Using other wage offer distributions or nonlinear utilíty functions,
generally no analytical results can be obtained anymore, except for very spe-
cial combinations.
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The framework that has been presented in this paper can be used for
estimation purposes in the same way as Narendranathan ~ Nickell (1985) díd
with their statíonary model. However, some remarks have to be made. First, we
need data about (expected) future developments in e.g. a, a and g and about
future changes in b, or we have to impose functíonal forms for these changes,
which have to be estimated. Alternatively we could follow Lancaster (1985) in
estimating an a priori specified form for the reservation wage, which could
then be given a theoretical justification by extracting such a form from (5),
e.g. (19).

Second, in estimating the structural model, there is always the danger
of misspecification. Structural estimation results are less robust to misspe-
cification than reduced form results.

Finally, when introducing leisure in our model, identification pro-
blems may occur. In estimatíng the model, we generally let a depend on perso-
nal characteristics. However, a and v are influenced by many common characte-
ristics.
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5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have examined the consequences of introducing non-
stationarity in job search models. Allowing for a large number of causes of
nonstationarity, we derived differential equations for the reservation wage in
time. For special utility functions and wage offer densities, we solved the
equation and showed how the unemployment duration density could be derived. We
compared rational and naive job searchers and indicated how alternative poli-
cies could be evaluated.

Tilburg, March 1986 Gerard J. van den Berg
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Appendix

1. Proof of theorem 1

Consider a moment at which an offer is pending while the unemployment
duration is z. Let R(z) denote the expected present value of income when fol-
lowing the optimal strategy, if the offer is rejected. Define I(zft) to be the
return of the optimal strategy at zft. Then

~ t
(A1) R(z) ~ Of g(tlz)[OJ b(zfs)èpsds f e-ptI(ztt)]dt

The optimal acceptance policy on z can be characterized by ~z(w), 0 c mz t 1,
giving the probability with which a wage offer of w has to be áccepted.

m W
(A2) I(z) ~ sup[OJ ~z(w) p dF(wlz) f R(z) Of (1-mz(w))dF(w~z)]

~z

From this it follows that ~ is given byz

w ~ pR(z)

~z(w) ~ 0 w ~ pR(z)

(A3) pR(z) - f(z)

(A4) pI(z) - f(z) f Qz(f(z))

Substitution of (A3) and (A4) in (A1) gives, with y g zft

m t
(A5) f(z) ~ J g(t~z) f b(zfs)pe-psds dt f

0 0

m
f epz J 8(Y-zIz)èp [Qy(f(Y)) f f(Y)]dY

z
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It is easy to see using eq. (4), that we can write g(y-z z) as
h(y)k(z) with

(A6) h(z)k(z) : g(Olz) ~ a(z)

(A7) k'(z) a h(z)k2(z)

If we substitute g(y-z~z) in (A5) by h(y)k(z), differentiate (AS) sub-
sequently (this requires that b and Q are continuous and ~ is differentiable
in z. Continuity of Q means continuity of the density of the wages), fill ín
(AS) and elaborate using (A6) and (A7), we obtain

(A8) f'(z) ~ Pf(z) - a(z)Qz(f(z)) f P OJ {dz {g(t~z)B(t~z)} f

-(pta(z))g(t~z)B(t~z)}dt

with

Since

t
B(t Iz) - f b(zfs)e-psds.

0

dz B(t~z) - át B(t~z) - b(z) t pB(t~z)

dz g(t~Z) - át g(t~z) f a(z)g(tlz)

we can simplify (A8) to

(A9)
0

f'(z) - pf(z) - a(z)Qz(f(z)) - Pb(z) } P J dt (g(t~z)B(tIz))dt
0

if a is differentiable almost everywhere.
We obtain the required form for f'(z) if and only if

d
f dt (g(t~z)B(t~z))dt s lim 8(t~z)B(t~z) - g(Olz)B(O~z) - 0

0 ti~
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which gives, because B(0 z) ~ 0, the required result.
Note that we implicitly have assumed some regularity conditions "in

order to be able to differentiate various integrals. As always in job search
theory we have to assume that F(w z) has a finite first order moment.

2. Proof of theorem 2

Again we start with three equations giving the relationship between
R(z), I(z) and f(z). For R(z) we now obtain

m t
(A10) R(z) a f g(tlz)[ J v(unlzfs)uun~zfs(b(zfs))e-psds f

0 0

f e ptI(ztt)]dt

An individual with unemployment duration z will take a job with wage w0 if and
only if

m
(All) OJ v(emlt,z)uemlz t(w0v(tlz)fwe(tlz))e ptdt ~ R(z).

which rules out small w0 because of equation (8). Equation (9) guarantees the
existence of the left hand side of (All). We now obtain for f(z) and I(z),
analogous to (A3) and (A4):

(A12) j~ v(emlt,z)uemlz,t(f(z)u(t~z)-i-we(tlz))e-ptdt a R(z)
0

(A13) I(z) a f [ f [uem~z,t(w0v(t~z)fwe(t~z)) - uemlz,t(f(z)v(t~z) f
f(z) 0

f we(t~z))] v(em~t,z)e-ptdt]dF(w0~z) f R(z).

Now define f0, b0 and Qo as follows:

(A14) f0(z) z R(z)

(A15) Pbv(z) ~ ~(un~z)uunlz(b(z))
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(A16) Qi(fo(z)) - I(z) - f0(z)

When we insert (A14), (A15) and (A16) in (A10), (A12) and (A13), and substí-
tute the transformed (A12) and (A13) in the transformed (A10), we obtain
exactly (A5) with f, b and Q replaced by fo, bo and Qo. Therefore equations
(5) and (6) are valid, with these replacements. This gives the required
result. The continuity of bo and Qo is translated now into continuity of b,
uun, v(un) and the density of w0 in z, and continuity of uun in income. The
differentiability of f0(z) is translated into differentiability of uem'
v(em), v and we with respect to z. As regards to a, the conditions remain the
same.
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